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Featured Application: This review provides a background that helps targeting the phosphorus
loads from specific tile-drained agricultural catchments with suitable edge-of-field technologies,
ultimately contributing to a better cost-efficiency.

Abstract: Agriculture is often responsible for the eutrophication of surface waters due to the loss
of phosphorus—a normally limiting nutrient in freshwater ecosystems. Tile-drained agricultural
catchments tend to increase this problem by accelerating the transport of phosphorus through
subsurface drains both in dissolved (reactive and organic phosphorus) and particulate (particle-bound
phosphorus) forms. The reduction of excess phosphorus loads from agricultural catchments prior to
reaching downstream surface waters is therefore necessary. Edge-of-field technologies have been
investigated, developed and implemented in areas with excess phosphorus losses to receive and
treat the drainage discharge, when measures at the farm-scale are not able to sufficiently reduce
the loads. The implementation of these technologies shall base on the phosphorus dynamics of
specific catchments (e.g., phosphorus load and dominant phosphorus form) in order to ensure that
local retention goals are met. Widely accepted technologies include constructed wetlands, restored
wetlands, vegetated buffer strips and filter materials. These have demonstrated a large variability in
the retention of phosphorus, and results from the literature can help targeting specific catchment
conditions with suitable technologies. This review provides a comprehensive analysis of the currently
used edge-of-field technologies for phosphorus retention in tile-drained catchments, with great focus
on performance, application and limitations.

Keywords: phosphorus load; hydraulic residence time; water flow; sedimentation; sorption;
constructed wetland; restored wetland; vegetated buffer strip; filter material; iron

1. Introduction

Agriculture is generally the main source of phosphorus (P) to inland and coastal waters [1,2].
Application of mineral fertilizers and manure in agricultural fields and the presence of excess manure
in intensive livestock farming commonly result in the surplus of P in the soil followed by loss [1,3].
This represents a problem in the long-term as P losses tend to increase as a result of P accumulation
in the soil [4]. The P surplus can be transported during precipitation events through surface runoff,
subsurface flow and/or erosion, eventually reaching downstream surface waters [4], where P loads
exceeding a certain threshold may cause eutrophication [5,6]. This is particularly the case in freshwater
ecosystems, where P is generally the limiting nutrient [7,8]. The European Water Framework Directive
2000/60/EC plays an important role in this context, as it regulates the use of P in agriculture, helping
to preserve the good ecological quality of surface waters, i.e., only a slight change in the biological
community is allowed.
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Tile-draining is a widespread method used to improve agricultural production in certain areas. It
can increase the crop yield and reduce annual variability, thus ensuring consistent production [9]. In
addition, it decreases the P losses through surface runoff and erosion [10]. Tile drainage is particularly
advantageous in catchments with fine-textured soils such as clayey soils, where subsurface flow
is severely reduced and soil waterlogging is recurrent, by increasing the hydrological connectivity
between agricultural fields and surface waters. On the other hand, it decreases the contact time of P to
soil particles when water infiltrates and flows down the soil profile to the tile drains, thus minimizing
P sorption [11]. Therefore, tile drainage accelerates the transport of P and largely contributes to the
overall P load [12–14], where P concentrations in the drains are often highly variable and exceeding
the threshold for eutrophication in surface waters [15].

Tile-drained agricultural catchments vary in geology, climate, topography, soil type, soil test P
concentration and agricultural practices, which all influence the amount of P surplus in the soil and
subsequent loss, i.e., the P load and dominant P form. Variations in the P load and form can be rather
large not only between agricultural catchments [1], but also within the same [16]. The latter occurs as a
result of seasonal and inter-annual variations in precipitation, which cause base and peak-flow events,
in addition to changes that may occur in the agricultural practices (e.g., inputs of P). Thus, large P
losses are generally observed during periods of intense precipitation [15]. These observations highlight
the large spatiotemporal variation in P loss from agricultural fields [1].

Phosphorus is commonly found in agricultural soils bound to particles and oxides of iron (Fe),
aluminum (Al) and manganese as well as to calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) [10]. However, pH and
redox conditions regulate the sorption reactions of P to these elements, and consequently the proportion
of soluble and insoluble inorganic P compounds [17,18]. Therefore, P loss in drainage discharge
mostly occurs as inorganic compounds comprised by dissolved reactive P (DRP) and particulate or
particle-bound P (PP). The load of these forms in tile drains can be similarly high [19] and is largely
controlled by preferential macro-pore flow, which connects the soil surface to the drains. The loss
of DRP is favored by the application of mineral fertilizers or manure followed by precipitation or
snowmelt events, which cause P desorption and leaching [20–22] as a result of soil waterlogging and
emergence of reducing conditions [18,23]. The loss of PP, in turn, depends on the loss of particles and
associated P, which occurs more frequently in fine-textured soils [24] during peak-flow events [25].
Thus, a considerable fraction of PP in tile drains may be colloidal or bound to fine size particles
with low sedimentation rates [24]. In line with the above, some studies demonstrated a relationship
between the losses of suspended particles and P in agricultural catchments [26,27]. Finally, the varying
loads and dominant forms of P from agricultural catchments are also attributed to differences in the P
sorption capacity of soils, which often correlates positively and negatively to the retention of DRP and
PP, respectively [15]—finer-textured soils have larger surface area for sorption reactions with P [28],
but are likely to lose more particles and associated P to tile drains [29,30].

Measures to mitigate P loss in drainage discharge may focus on strategies at the farm-scale
or at the edge of agricultural catchments. Measures at the farm-scale mostly focus on controlling
the application and management of mineral fertilizers and manure through farm policies [1] and
agricultural practices [4]. The latter reflects an attempt to optimize the use of P by balancing the
P inputs with crop uptake so as to approximate to the critical value, i.e., the P content in the soil
where no additional P application is needed to promote crop growth [31]. This approach tends to
minimize P accumulation in the soil and subsequent loss [32]. Other practices that mitigate P loss at
the farm-scale include tillage, which decreases preferential flow in the soil profile [33–35]; catch crops,
which support P uptake in the root zone [36]; liming, i.e., the addition of Ca compounds to the soil to
enhance P retention, and incorporation of manure into the soil by mixing as opposed to broadcast
application [32,35]; and controlled drainage, which can be used to reduce the drainage discharge and
subsequent transport of P [37].

However, attempts to minimize the P loss at the farm-scale may be limited by the lack of short-term
results in soils with large P contents [38]. A limited effect of the practices described above may occur in
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an annual basis in response to soil desiccation and freezing-thaw cycles, which recreate preferential
flow in the soil profile [39,40]; no net uptake of P by catch crops due to the release of previously
assimilated P during freezing-thaw cycles [41,42]; intense precipitation events, which result in diffuse
P losses [43]; and intensive livestock farming, with excess manure being produced [44,45]. Finally,
controlled drainage may otherwise increase the loss of DRP by elevating the water table and promoting
the emergence of reducing conditions with concomitant release of P [46].

Strategies at the level of tile drains to reduce P loss may include attempts to increase the P sorption
capacity of the subsoils around the drains by backfilling, e.g., with gypsum filters [47], Fe-containing
material [48] or industrial by-products [49]. The maintenance requirements and low P retention
efficiencies under intense precipitation events, however, may make these strategies impractical at
the farm-scale.

The P index is a process-based model which helps identifying the potential of agricultural
catchments for P loss [4]. In catchments with high P index or high risk of P loss, i.e., critical source
areas [50], there may be a need for additional measures to mitigate the P load such as the implementation
of edge-of-field technologies, which are located at the edge of agricultural catchments. These may
include constructed wetlands (CWs), restored wetlands (RWs), vegetated buffer strips (VBSs) and filter
materials (FMs), which are recognized as non-point and economically feasible solutions. However,
these are generally more costly than measures at the farm-scale, highlighting thus the importance
to identify critical source areas as a first step [51]. Despite the higher costs, these technologies may
offer other environmental benefits such as nitrogen removal, increases in biodiversity and flood
control [52–55]. Edge-of-field technologies function as drainage filters and are installed at the outlet
of the main drainage pipe of a particular tile-drained agricultural catchment. Therein, the filters are
expected to work as P sinks, where the P load would gradually decrease from the inlet to the outlet of
the system through retention mechanisms deemed low cost.

However, edge-of-field technologies present large variability in P retention as discussed in the
next sections, which is commonly the case for systems receiving event-driven drainage discharge. In
addition, their retention performance for P may be favored or limited depending on the catchment
characteristics, e.g., P load and dominant P form, and design. Thus, it is important that the operating
capacity and lifetime of these systems are fully understood before implementation, so the problem with
P loss can be properly targeted in different agricultural catchments. This approach would consequently
improve the cost-efficiency for P retention in critical source areas and ultimately support compliance
with the P retention goals at the catchment-scale and sustainable agriculture. Therefore, this review
aims to (i) provide an overview of currently used edge-of-field technologies for P retention from
agricultural drainage discharge, (ii) describe their applicability and limitations, (iii) discuss the P
retention performance and causes of variability, and (iv) suggest targeting approaches for P retention
under specific catchment conditions. The review indirectly supports the use of site-specific regulations
for P use at the farm-scale based on the catchment characteristics and efficiency of edge-of-field
technologies, as opposed to general regulations. This would enhance the retention of P in critical
source areas with minimal impact on the agricultural practices.

This review avoided citing studies dealing with other water runoff pathways other than agricultural
drainage discharge as the effluent treated, and has no focus on P management or processes at the
farm-scale. However, studies dealing with agricultural surface runoff were sometimes cited to provide
complementary information or to cover the lack of studies with agricultural drainage discharge.

2. Edge-of-Field Technologies

The development and implementation of edge-of-field technologies occurred in response to the
need to reestablish ecosystems services which were lost in the land due to the expansion of agriculture.
Thus, natural processes in the land that retain P and consequently reduce the P load from agricultural
areas to surface waters were lost or severely attenuated. Important ecosystems which provide these
benefits include wetlands and riparian vegetation [56].
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Wetlands are waterlogged ecosystems normally presenting seasonal variations in water level,
where hydrophyte plants adapted to soil anaerobic conditions are found [57]. They receive surface
and subsurface water flows from uplands and decrease the P load by sedimentation of PP, sorption of
DRP to sediments, and biological uptake of bioavailable forms (e.g., orthophosphate), before the water
flows downstream [58]. Riparian vegetation, in turn, consists of cover plants, shrubs and trees found
between uplands and along the bank of rivers and streams. This ecosystem intercepts the water flow
from uplands, lowering the P load in the root zone by plant uptake and entrapment of PP before it
reaches the waterways [59].

Agricultural drainage was largely responsible for the loss of these ecosystems by reducing the
water storage of the land and increasing the water flow to waterways [60,61]. This consequently lowered
local water tables and resulted in the conversion of wetlands to agricultural fields. The disruption
of the hydrological regime at riparian floodplains affected the riparian vegetation, which has also
been lost owing to deforestation for expansion of croplands and livestock grazing [62]. Furthermore,
the natural buffer capacity of soils to sorb and retain P has been affected in agricultural catchments
by the increasing levels of P saturation in response to the widespread use of mineral fertilizers and
manure [63–65].

The loss of these ecosystems and lower soil retention capacity for P, in addition to the increase in
P transport through tile drains, resulted in a decreasing capacity of the land to retain P and prevent
eutrophication in surface waters [56,60]. Therefore, edge-of-field technologies have been implemented
in agricultural catchments to replicate some of the natural retention processes and serve as low cost
mitigation options.

2.1. Constructed Wetlands

Constructed wetlands are systems designed to copy the nutrient reduction processes of natural
wetlands. They have a broad application, extending to the treatment of wastewater of different
sources [66]. In tile-drained agricultural catchments, they are commonly constructed at the outlet of
the main discharge pipe. The retention of P occurs through physical, chemical and biological processes
mediated by the interaction of different P pools, i.e., plants, macro and microorganisms, sediments, soil
and water. A net P retention consequently results in the reduction of the water P pool while flowing
through the system. Constructed wetlands are classified as surface-flow or subsurface-flow systems
depending on whether the water flows over or under the soil surface.

The performance of CWs is dependent on the operational parameters regulated by the catchment
characteristics, e.g., P load and dominant P form, and the CW design, which influences the hydraulic
residence time (HRT) and hydraulic efficiency of the CW [67]. These parameters normally show a large
degree of variation seasonally and annually, which leads to the large variability in P retention between
CWs. This consequently makes the retention performance difficult to predict.

Generally, the studies demonstrate that surface-flow constructed wetlands (SFCWs) work as P
sinks [68–74], while some studies indicate that these can also be P sources [52,54,75,76] when receiving
event-driven agricultural drainage discharge. Moreover, surface-flow wetlands constructed in former
agricultural lands may initially be P sources due to the accumulation of P from previous agricultural
practices [77]. When assessing the compilation of these studies, however, it is clear that the inter-annual
variation in mass and percentage P retention between SFCWs can be considerable (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Inter-annual variation in mass (a) and percentage (b) phosphorus (P) retention in surface-
flow constructed wetlands receiving agricultural drainage discharge from 10 reference studies.
Different colors in the same study indicate different wetlands. Negative values indicate net P export.
* Average values.

The variability in P retention between CWs is caused by hydrochemical, hydrological and
biogeochemical factors which are controlled by the catchment characteristics and CW design.

The P load (Equation (1)) correlates positively to the mass P retention (Equation (2)) and is
normally a large explanatory variable [68,71,73]. This suggests that higher mass P retention is likely
found under increasing P loads, as the P retention mechanisms are dependent on the inputs of P.
DeBusk et al. [78] demonstrated that P load can be rather variable between SFCWs (as also observed in
Table 1) and indeed a strong factor regulating the mass P retention.

P load =
water flow (m3 yr−1) × P concentration (g m−3)

wetland area (m2)
(1)

mass P retention = P load (g m−2 yr−1) − P load at the outlet (g m−2 yr−1) (2)

The retention of P in SFCWs occurs through a number of processes and mainly includes
sedimentation of PP forming a layer of deposited material on the soil surface; sorption of DRP to
reactive sites in the soil; precipitation of DRP with oxides of Fe and Al, and Ca in the water column
to the top sediments; and biological uptake by plants, phytoplankton and bacteria of bioavailable
forms [79] (Figure 2). As the different retention mechanisms carry out the retention of different P forms,
the overall mass retention varies depending on the dominant P form at the incoming P load. Therefore,
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it is important to assess the efficiency of different P retention mechanisms when estimating the mass
retention of P in SFCWs.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 6 of 28 
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Figure 2. Schematic of the retention mechanisms of phosphorus (P) in a surface-flow constructed
wetland receiving agricultural drainage discharge. The numbers indicate the percentage and mass
(g m−2 yr−1 within brackets) retention of particulate and dissolved reactive P loads (red and blue box,
respectively) in different systems and are followed by the reference study (within square brackets).
* Values in g m−2 season−1.

Surface-flow constructed wetlands are widely known as sinks of PP due to sedimentation of
suspended particles and organic material [76,79]. Thus, the accretion of deposited material at the
bottom forming a sediment layer constitutes the main retention mechanism, which is generally the case
for most of the P retained [69,70,80]. Thereby, the pool of P in the sediments is generally the largest
and represents a long-term retention. The uptake rate of bioavailable forms of P by plants increases
during the growing season [81]. It is, however, normally low compared to other retention mechanisms
and the contribution to the overall retention can be limited [81], unless the P load to the SFCW is
low [82]. Emergent plant species (e.g., Typha latifolia, Phragmites australis and Juncus effusus), however,
may be recommended in the retention of dissolved reactive and organic P in SFCWs under higher
P loads [82–84]. Nevertheless, the retention of P by plants and microorganisms represents a small
fraction due to seasonal turnover, which includes the accumulation of organic particles at the bottom
during the senescence period followed by mineralization and release of dissolved reactive and organic
P [85,86] (Figure 3). Therefore, the P pool in the plants and other organisms is considered short-term.
A small fraction, however, is retained in the long-term as refractory organic P, which contributes to
new soil material [79] (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Schematic of the release processes of phosphorus (P) from the sediments to the water column
in a surface-flow constructed wetland receiving agricultural drainage discharge. The numbers indicate
the fraction of total P (%) and are followed by the reference study (within square brackets). * Average
values for individual wetlands.
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The stability of DRP retained by chemical interactions with P sorption sites at the soil is variable and
depends on the geochemical characteristics, pH and redox conditions as well as on the concentration
gradient across the soil-water interface [80,87,88]. This way, DRP can be released under certain
conditions, including low sorption capacity of the soil, non-neutral pH, reducing conditions (Figure 3)
and low P concentration in the overlying water. The observations above suggest that PP is more
easily retained and stored in SFCWs than DRP. Therefore, the overall mass retention of P may increase
under higher fractions of PP from the total P in the incoming P load due to higher efficiency of the
related retention mechanisms (as suggested by the data in Figure 2). Mendes et al. [73], for example,
demonstrated that mass P retention increased more promptly under higher P loads in SFCWs receiving
PP as the dominant fraction. Moreover, Johannesson et al. [69] found that 78% of the P load, comprised
mostly by PP (69%, Table 1), had been retained in the inlet zone by sedimentation forming a layer of
accumulated material. Finally, Braskerud et al. [89] reported from annual data of 16 SFCWs receiving
either agricultural runoff or drainage discharge that the ratio of DRP to total P correlated negatively
not only with mass P retention (r = −0.63) but also with percentage P retention (r = −0.39). However,
factors such as the particle size and density as well as the vegetation cover, which mitigates sediments
resuspension, influence the sedimentation velocity and retention of particles and associated P, as seen
for SFCWs receiving agricultural runoff [90,91]. Ulén [24], for example, indicated that retention of P
associated to colloids and fine size particles in SFCWs can be difficult due to low sedimentation rates
(<1 cm d−1). The above highlights the importance of dominant P forms in the P load to estimate the
retention potential.

Table 1. Average annual hydraulic and phosphorus (P) load as well as mass P retention of surface-flow
constructed wetlands (SFCWs) receiving agricultural drainage discharge investigated in different
studies. Included are the SFCW areas (ASFCW) and their ratios to the agricultural catchment areas
(AAC) as well as the average P concentration, incoming fractions of dissolved reactive and organic P
(DP) and particulate P (PP) from total P, nominal hydraulic residence time and percentage P retention
for the entire monitoring period.

Country Name ASFCW

Ratio of
ASFCW
to AAC

Monitoring
Time

Hydraulic
Load

P
Concentration P Load DP/PP

Fraction

Hydraulic
Residence

Time
P Retention Study

m2 % yr m yr−1 mg L−1 g m−2

yr−1 % d g m−2

yr−1 %

Norway Berg 900 0.06 7 595 0.17 97 - - 40 41 [68]
Norway Kinn 345 0.07 7 661 0.25 178 12/88 - 57 32 [68]
Norway Flatabekken 870 0.08 4 588 0.22 124 49/51 - 26 21 [68]
Norway Grautholen 1 460 0.21 3 445 0.43 191 - - 71 37 [68]
Norway Grautholen 2 840 0.38 3 241 0.43 106 - - 47 44 [68]
Sweden Södra Stene 21,000 2.2 4 6.7 0.13 a 1.62 31/69 - 0.27 16 [69]
Sweden Bergaholm 800 0.3 2 60 0.30 19 33/67 7 b 6.9 36 [71]

Denmark Rodstenseje 8950 1.1 3 17 0.18 c 2.80 60/40 d 20 1.2 42 [73]
Denmark Ryaa 1 21,190 0.9 3 60 0.21 c 14 46/54 d 4 6.7 51 [73]
Denmark Ryaa 3 8480 1.1 3 32 0.22 c 11 46/50 d 9 4.3 41 [73]
Canada Walbridge 1215 0.004 e 4 107 0.08 5.02 65/35 - 1.7 34 [74]

New Zealand Toenepi 260 1 2 25 0.1–0.2 f 3.17 92 g 4 h −2.4 −76 [52]
USA Wetland A 6000 4 3 8.0 0.21 1.67 100/0 41 0.39 23 [54]
USA Wetland B 3000 6 3 5.3 0.13 0.67 100/0 28 0.18 27 [54]
USA Wetland D 8000 3.2 3 6.3 0.18 1.15 100/0 38 −0.30 −26 [54]

New Zealand Titoki 898 1.6 3 53 0.26 i 14 15–24 j - −1.7 −12 [75]
New Zealand Toenepi 293 1.1 5 25 0.07 i 1.60 70–93 j - −1.7 −107 [75]
New Zealand Bog Burn 113 0.66 4 41 0.30 i 12 36–60 j - −7.4 −64 [75]
Switzerland Sonnhof 2350 1.2 2 34 0.01–1.3 k 4.67 75/25 0.9–50 k 1.1 23 [76]

Italy - 3750 3 2 3.7 0.10 0.35 - 40 −0.03 −8 [92]

a Average from seasonal means; b median; c median of discharge-weighted concentration; d data provided by the
author; e only 5% of the discharge is diverted into the SFCW; f annual medians; g dissolved reactive P fraction;
h assuming a constant SFCW water depth of 0.3 m; i average from annual means; j range of annual means for
dissolved reactive P; k range.

The HRT (Equation (3)), also depicted below as nominal HRT (Equation (4))—commonly used by
the authors—quantifies the contact time of the drainage discharge with the SFCW and is a key factor
regulating P retention [76,92]. The P retention mechanisms present different requirements in terms
of HRT for proper retention. The retention of PP by sedimentation, for example, commonly requires
shorter HRT than that for DRP, as suspended particles transported by drainage discharge tend to
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sediment when the water velocity decreases at the inlet of a SFCW [69,76] (Figure 2). The retention of
DRP, on the other hand, depends on diffusion processes regulated by concentration gradients until this
P form is retained, e.g., by soil sorption or plant uptake [87,88] (Figure 2). Therefore, the retention of P
load consisting mainly of DRP can be more variable under different HRTs. The requirement of longer
HRT for DRP can consequently limit its retention. In addition, DRP is more likely to be exported and
produce a negative net retention than PP, in case the HRT is not sufficiently long [52,75,76]. This way,
PP generally shows a major contribution to the overall mass retention of P. Braskerud [68], for example,
investigated SFCWs receiving predominantly PP from the P load (average 78%) and found that the
retention of total P was considerably high (Figure 1) despite the short HRT. This occurred owing to an
increase of particles sedimentation velocity under higher hydraulic loads (Table 1). The retention of
DRP, on the other hand, was estimated at only 5% (Figure 2). Tanner and Sukias [75], on the other hand,
reported SFCWs receiving large fractions of DRP from the P load (Table 1), which generally resulted
in negative net retention of total P (Figure 1; Table 1). This study demonstrated that outflow loads
of DRP and total P markedly increased with shorter HRTs. Reinhardt et al. [76] similarly reported a
SFCW receiving mostly DRP from the P load (62%), and consequently a higher fraction of dissolved
reactive and organic P than PP (Table 1). This study found that P retention was highly regulated by the
HRT, where a minimum HRT was suggested to reach half the retention of bioavailable P forms. The
retention of PP from the P load, however, was considerable (≥80%) and contributed to the overall mass
and percentage P retention.

hydraulic residence time =
wetland volume with active water flow (m3)

water flow (m3 yr−1)
(3)

nominal hydraulic residence time =
wetland volume (m3)

water flow (m3 yr−1)
(4)

As demonstrated above, hydrochemical factors such as P load and dominant P form are normally
able to estimate the mass retention of P in SFCWs receiving agricultural drainage discharge to a
considerable degree. Other factors, however, are also responsible for the variation in mass P retention
and can explain, for example, the difference in performance between SFCWs receiving similar P loads
and dominant P form. Furthermore, attempts to estimate the percentage P retention (Equation (5))
with hydrochemical factors have not attained similar explanatory power as for mass P retention [73,89],
which makes the percentage retention more difficult to predict. Therefore, other factors shall also be
taken into account to understand the variability in P retention.

percentage P retention =
P load (g m−2 yr−1) − P load at the outlet (g m−2 yr−1)

P load (g m−2 yr−1)
× 100 (5)

The hydraulic load (Equation (6)) normally correlates weakly to the mass and percentage P
retention, as it does not account the P concentration [68,73,89]. However, it regulates the nominal
HRT as well as the HRT distribution (i.e., the time for all parcels of water in the system) throughout
the SFCW. This is because the hydraulic load has an inverse relationship to the nominal HRT (see
Equations (4) and (6)). Moreover, the hydraulic load affects flow dynamics in SFCWs, and therefore
the hydraulic efficiency (i.e., the proximity of the water flow in a CW to plug-flow conditions). During
peak-flow events, for example, the hydraulic load increases and favors preferential flow and lower
level of P mixing in the water. This consequently reduces the active hydrological area of the SFCW and
HRT for proper P retention by the retention mechanisms. Base to moderate flow, on the other hand,
attenuates the hydraulic load which tends to improve the distribution of water and P throughout the
system. This condition increases the active hydrological area of the SFCW and HRT for P treatment
and thus optimizes the retention. It is also important to note that variations in the hydraulic load
commonly influence the concentration and dominant form of P in the drainage discharge and therefore
in the inlet water of a SFCW, where higher hydraulic loads tend to increase the concentration and
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amount of PP [93]. Thus, SFCWs are subject to seasonal variations in P loads and forms due to common
oscillations in hydraulic load between warm and cold periods. Therefore, hydrological factors also
play a marked role on the retention of P.

hydraulic load =
water flow (m3 yr−1)

wetland area (m2)
(6)

In a systematic review accounting mostly SFCWs receiving agricultural runoff, Land et al. [94]
demonstrated through a spline regression model that percentage P retention clearly increased under
higher P concentrations when the hydraulic load was within a low to moderate range, not exceeding
a critical threshold. Under this condition, the HRT is likely sufficient to allow proper retention of
P by the retention mechanisms. However, hydraulic loads exceeding this threshold, as commonly
occurring during peak-flow events, reduce the HRT and favor preferential flow, which can compromise
the retention. This condition not only mitigates the P retention mechanisms, but also favors the
resuspension of deposited sediments and subsequent export. This was observed, for example, in
Geranmayeh et al. [95], where sedimentation and accumulation of P in three SFCWs increased under
higher hydraulic loads—suggestively up to a critical threshold. A fourth SFCW, however, showed
minor sedimentation of P owing to a markedly high hydraulic load (400 m yr−1). In line with this,
Land et al. [94] found that wetlands receiving event-driven hydraulic load were less effective (%) at
retaining P than wetlands presenting lower variations in the hydrological regime. The model for mass P
retention presented in this study, on the other hand, demonstrated that increases in both P concentration
and hydraulic load resulted in higher retention. Therefore, changes in the hydrological regime may
have higher consequences to the percentage P retention due to variations in the export rate of P. This
study suggests that an optimum hydraulic load shall be high enough to allow considerable mass P
retention, although not exceeding the threshold which would decrease the percentage P retention.
Similarly, Reinhardt et al. [76] demonstrated through modeling that variations in the HRT presented
clear effects on the percentage P retention. According to the above, however, the effect of hydraulic
load on P retention may differ depending on the dominant P form in the drainage discharge, where
higher loads would mostly benefit the retention of PP through sedimentation.

The hydraulic efficiency (Equation (7)) quantifies the water flow distribution along the volume of
the CW and is affected by the HRT distribution [96]. Thus, increasing the hydraulic efficiency improves
the retention of P by enhancing the level of P mixing across the system and the active hydrological
area of the SFCW. This consequently extends the contact time of P to its retention mechanisms in
different parts of the system. Low hydraulic efficiency, on the other hand, promotes low P retention
and is commonly characterized by the presence of preferential flow and zones with slow water flow or
stagnant water with limited access to the incoming P loads. Dierberg et al. [97], for example, reported
low hydraulic efficiency in a SFCW due to preferential flow caused by varying density of submerged
plants across the system, where areas with higher density slowed down the water flow and increased
the retention of P. Sedimentation and plant uptake of P were consequently reduced in the areas with
preferential flow, which markedly decreased the overall P retention. The study demonstrated that
the varying retention of P across the SFCW occurred in response to the large distribution of HRTs.
Maynard et al. [98] also reported low hydraulic efficiency in a SFCW receiving agricultural runoff due
to preferential flow caused by the proximity of the inlet to the outlet. This resulted in large spatial
variability in sedimentation rate and P sorption capacity of the soil, all affecting the retention of P.

hydraulic efficiency =
time of peak outflow concentration of a tracer (yr)

nominal hydraulic residence time (yr)
(7)

The hydraulic efficiency is not only dependent on the hydraulic load, but also highly affected by
the design of the CW [96]. Su et al. [99] found that design parameters such as the aspect ratio of length
to width, configuration of the inlet and outlet and obstruction designation (i.e., the aspect ratio, number
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and location of designed obstructions) had an impact on the hydraulic efficiency. Thus, the design of
a SFCW influences the retention of P. Guo et al. [100], for example, demonstrated that differences in
water depth, plant spacing and configuration of the inlet and outlet in a SFCW influenced outflow total
P concentrations. Braskerud [101] suggested that shallow SFCWs receiving agricultural runoff can
optimize the sedimentation of particles and associated P due to short settling distance, which can be
beneficial in SFCWs receiving mostly PP. Moreover, the study recommended the use of vegetation cover
to mitigate resuspension—a secondary effect in shallow systems—which is supported in Braskerud [90].
This latter study reported that vegetation cover reduced resuspension to approximately 40% five years
after the construction of the wetlands, besides increasing the hydraulic efficiency.

As discussed above, the hydrochemical and hydrological factors play a large role on the retention
of P in SFCWs receiving agricultural drainage discharge. The release of previously retained P, however,
is more likely affected by biogeochemical factors, which regulate transformation reactions and thus the
stability of P in the different P pools (Figure 3). The export rate of P from a SFCW reflects both the
amount of P not retained during its passage through the system and the amount of P released to the
water column due to transformation reactions. As pointed out above, variations in the export rate of
P may have higher consequences to the percentage P retention. In line with this, Mendes et al. [73]
demonstrated that the percentage P retention depended on the stability of sediment-bound P. Therefore,
it is also important to understand the effects of biogeochemical factors on internal P cycling so as to
comprehend further the variability of P retention between SFCWs.

The stability of the retained P is crucial to determine the potential for long-term retention. The
largest pools of P in a SFCW are commonly the sediments and plants and the capacity of these to store
P largely influences the retention. Therefore, it is important to understand the factors that regulate the
stability of P in these pools.

Geochemical characteristics largely control the stability of P in the sediments and soil of SFCWs,
including transformation reactions between DRP and PP [78,79]. This is of particular importance as a
considerable fraction of the incoming PP, especially P bound to clay-sized particles, can be labile and
potentially bioavailable [72]. This fraction, however, can increase or decrease when passing through
a SFCW, which is likely affected by the P load rate—higher load rates tend to increase the export of
clay-sized particles and labile PP at the outlet [102]. As a result of this effect, the stability of P in the
sediments may vary across the system. Johannesson et al. [69] found that only 22% on average of the P
retained in the sediments was stable (i.e., Ca-bound P or residual P), while the P fraction bound to Fe
and Al—thus potentially labile—was almost 40% (Figure 3). Mendes et al. [80], in turn, found higher
fractions of P bound to Fe and Al in the sediments, accounting from 58 to 100%, which is considered
unstable depending on the pH and redox conditions (Figure 3).

Dissolved reactive P normally binds to sorbents such as oxides of Fe and Al, and Ca [79] (Figure 2).
Calcium is the major P sorbent in SFCWs with mineral alkaline soils. Iron and Al oxides, on the other
hand, are the most common P sorbents in SFCWs with mineral acidic soils, and the concentrations
of these largely affect the stability of P. The P sorption capacity (Equation (8), where Feox and Alox

are oxalate extractable Fe and Al) is a pedotransfer function which is commonly used to estimate the
quantity of amorphous Fe and Al oxides (i.e., the fraction of oxides with higher sorption capacity due
to larger reactive surface area) in mineral acidic soils [80,87,103]. Therefore, SFCWs receiving large
loads of Fe and Al oxides may benefit by increasing the P sorption capacity in the sediments and
ensure long-term retention. The increased P retention as a result of Fe inputs is in fact documented by
some studies [73,80,104]. This can be particularly the case in systems presenting high sedimentation
rates of suspended particles with reactive surfaces [80,98]. This process can prevent the saturation
of P sorption sites and reduce the release rate of P to the water column, which would consequently
minimize the P export rate at the outlet. Mendes et al. [80], for example, reported higher P sorption
capacity in the sediment layer in comparison to the soil below (Figure 3), which suggested that the
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SFCWs were being continuously supplied with P sorbents. The SFCWs investigated in this study
presented percentage P retentions between 41 and 51% as reported in Mendes et al. [73].

P sorption capacity = constant α× (Feox (mmol kg−1) + Alox (mmol kg−1)) (8)

Iron oxides are normally the major P sorbent in SFCW soils and the saturation of this fraction
is estimated by molar ratios of Fe to P, including oxalate (Equation (9), where Feox and Pox are
oxalate extractable Fe and P) and bicarbonate-dithionite (Equation (10), where FeBD and PBD are
bicarbonate-dithionite extractable Fe and P) extractable fractions [80]. These can be a good measure of
the stability of P in sediments and soils where Fe oxides are the major P sorbent [88]. Zou et al. [104]
reported that a molar ratio of Fe to P equal to 10 in the water column increased the P retention in
comparison to a molar ratio of five. Moreover, Mendes et al. [73] demonstrated that high molar ratios
at the inlet water increased the retention of P, particularly the percentage P retention. In line with this,
Mendes et al. [80] reported molar ratios of bicarbonate-dithionite extractable Fe to P in the sediments
ranging from 21 to 49, which ensured high stability and consequently high retention of Fe-bound P.

molar ratio of Feox to Pox =
Feox (mmol kg−1)

Pox (mmol kg−1)
(9)

molar ratio of FeBD to PBD =
FeBD (mmol kg−1)

PBD (mmol kg−1)
(10)

The stability of Fe-bound P is particularly regulated by redox conditions [79] (Figure 3). Reducing
conditions are common under the sediment or soil-water interface due to the consumption of terminal
electron acceptors (e.g., oxygen, nitrate and sulfate by microorganisms [80]). Under these conditions,
ferric Fe is reduced to ferrous Fe and concomitantly releases P into the soil pore water (Figure 3). The
DRP may diffuse upwards the soil profile to layers where oxidizing conditions are found, which cause
the oxidation of ferrous Fe to ferric Fe with concomitant precipitation with P [79]. The lack of oxidizing
conditions at the top soil layers, however, may result in the release of DRP from the soil pore water
to the water column [80,88,104] (Figure 3). This may be particularly the case during periods with
higher temperatures due to increased consumption of terminal electron acceptors [80]. Therefore, the
presence of an aerobic sediment or soil-water interface is essential to prevent the release of Fe-bound P
to the water column [80]. Moreover, concentration gradients between the soil pore water and water
column also control the release rate of P, where lower P concentrations in the water column enhance
the release [87,88].

Plants can play a role on regulating the redox conditions and thus the P retention. This is because
wetland plants can release oxygen to the water column through photosynthesis and support an aerobic
sediment or soil-water interface. Zou et al. [104], for example, demonstrated that the presence of
plants in a lacustrine wetland receiving agricultural drainage discharge increased the dissolved oxygen
concentration in the water column, which contributed to the retention of Fe-bound P. Moreover,
wetland vascular plants can also release oxygen to the rhizosphere though the roots, supporting the
precipitation of P with Fe [105–107]. The effect on the sediments or soil redox conditions, however, is
normally restricted to the root surface area (few millimeters apart) [105], which limits the influence of
plants on the dynamics of P with Fe.

The presence of plants in SFCWs induces the transformation of inorganic P into organic P
compounds through biological uptake and storage (Figure 2). This may involve the transformation
of relatively stable P forms in the sediments or soil into unstable organic P forms susceptible to
mineralization [108]. Thus, plants can also play a role on the biogeochemical processes which regulate
the stability of P in the sediments by adding organic P to the top layers through rhizodeposition
and litter fall [69,88]. The accumulation of organic P can potentially lead to P release in the long
run due to mineralization processes (Figure 3). These processes, however, are normally retarded in
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SFCWs due to reducing conditions in the sediment layer. Further, the stability of organic P can vary
depending on the plant species and biodegradability of the organic material [83]. The stability of this P
fraction in the sediments is largely controlled by enzymatic activity, and thus by the availability of
terminal electron acceptors. Moreover, organic P transformations can be particularly regulated by
hydrological fluctuations. Drawdowns followed by re-flooding may decrease the release of P from
organic plant detritus to the water column due to consolidation of the detrital material (i.e., microbial
immobilization and humification of P) [86]. Relatively long periods of drawdowns, however, may
favor soil air-drying followed by the death of microorganisms, which can increase the mineralization
rate of unstable organic P forms upon re-flooding, and thus the release of P [86,109]. A fraction of
the organic P, however, is refractory (Figure 3) and thus highly stable, contributing to long-term P
retention [79].

Surface-flow constructed wetlands are widely used as a mitigation measure to reduce the P loads
from agricultural drainage discharge not only for their retention potential, but also for their capacity to
operate in the long-term (Table 1) with minimal need for maintenance. These characteristics lead them
to be considered cost-effective alternatives. However, the accumulation of P in the sediments either by
sedimentation of suspended particles, sorption to reactive sites or buildup of organic P can negatively
affect the stability of P in the long-term, and thus the retention. The effects may include the saturation
of P sorption sites and increase in the amount of unstable organic P forms, potentially leading to higher
P release rates and lower net P retention. This scenario may be more likely in systems continuously
receiving high loads of P. Old SFCWs with considerable levels of P saturation and receiving low P loads
may also present marked P release rates due to large differences in P concentration between the soil
pore water and water column [78]. Mendes et al. [80] suggested that long-term retention of P in SFCWs
can be achieved if there is a continuous supply of excess P sorbents so as to ensure the availability
of P sorption sites. The study also suggested that the supply of oxygen by the drainage discharge
and photosynthesis is important to maintain an aerobic sediment or soil-water interface and prevent
the release of Fe-bound P from the soil pore water to the water column, as the soil is normally under
reducing conditions. The effects of these may not only extend the lifetime of SFCWs as P sinks but also
minimize the need for maintenance. However, there is still need for more studies investigating the
long-term and maturation effects of SFCWs on the retention of P. The studies reporting mass balance
analyses included in this review had monitoring periods of up to seven years (Table 1).

Maintenance operations, however, shall take place when the stability of the P retained has been
significantly affected, e.g., when the conditions described above are not met. These can include periodic
harvesting of plants to prevent buildup of organic P in the sediments, removal of the sediment layer and
immobilization of P with the addition of P sorbents into the SFCW [78]. The harvest of plants, however,
may be impractical due to the high costs involved and low market value of the harvested material [78].
Management operations in systems receiving high loads of PP may include a sedimentation basin
constructed prior to the second wetland compartment. Mendes et al. [80], for example, reported that
most of the P sedimentation in three SFCWs occurred in a sedimentation pond prior to the second
wetland basin. The absence of a sedimentation basin, however, may result in high accumulation of
sediments at the area near the inlet of the system [69,95]. The removal of excess sediments may be
necessary to prevent resuspension during high hydraulic load events or P release from other processes.
An experiment demonstrated that the removal of the organic sediment layer in mesocosms resulted in
lower P concentrations in the overlying water, attesting the effect of sediments removal on improving
the P retention performance [78]. The application of this method in SFCWs, however, can be expensive
and the results may be limited [78]. Alternatively, the amendment of SFCW soils with P sorbents
may be more promising. Ann et al. [110] showed that this method decreased the release of P from
the soil to the overlying water in a SFCW. Moreover, Ballantine and Tanner [111] reviewed a range
of materials potentially useful in the amendment of SFCW soils. The review found that allophane,
Papakai tephra, limestone and alum demonstrated the highest potential, considering the P retention
characteristics, availability in New Zealand and cost. This study also indicated the potential for
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removing the saturated topsoil with P or mixing it with the subsoil as a measure to prevent P release.
The effect of maintenance operations on increasing the lifetime of SFCWs as P sinks when receiving
agricultural drainage discharge, however, is still poorly reported in the literature.

Despite the advantages of SFCWs as a measure to reduce the P loads, the common requirement
of large areas to allow sufficient HRT and achieve acceptable P retention (Table 1) is a major limiting
factor for their application, especially in lands highly used for agriculture. Systems receiving high P
loads may benefit from smaller areas in order to increase the area specific mass retention of P. However,
lower P concentrations at the outlet are normally achieved at the expense of larger SFCW areas, and
consequently higher ratios of SFCW area to the agricultural catchment area [78]. Systems receiving
large loads of PP, however, may require smaller areas to achieve acceptable P retention than systems
predominantly receiving loads of DRP (as suggested by Table 1), owing to the different requirements
in terms of HRT as discussed above. Therefore, the area requirement may vary depending on the
catchment characteristics, e.g., P load and dominant P form, and the P retention goal.

Horizontal or vertical subsurface-flow constructed wetlands can be an advantage in relation to
SFCWs in regards to smaller area requirements. Li et al. [112] demonstrated that five newly constructed
experimental horizontal-flow wetlands effectively retained P from agricultural drainage discharge
(35%, 38%, 38%, 57% and 31%), which was likely owing to the unsaturated medium with P. The study
also demonstrated that the percentage P retention increased after the addition of a carbon source,
which probably favored microbial uptake of P, and under longer HRTs. The use of subsurface-flow
constructed wetlands, however, is largely restricted to the treatment of wastewater (e.g., sewage) and
is less used in agricultural catchments than SFCWs due to high maintenance costs, risk of clogging and
limited P sorption capacity of the medium [113].

Other limitations of SFCWs include the low retention potential for agricultural drainage discharge
dominated by DRP as discussed above, unless the inlet water carries considerable amounts of P
sorbents or the P sorption capacity of the SFCW soil is markedly high to allow acceptable and long-term
P retention.

Therefore, cost-efficiency assessments are necessary to evaluate the feasibility of SFCWs as an
appropriate measure to reduce P loads. The costs of SFCWs are related to land acquisition, construction,
energy consumption (e.g., pumping in flat lands) and maintenance. Gachango et al. [114] reported
that these systems were able to retain P at relatively low cost (€55–1148 kg−1 P) in comparison to
other measures. Moreover, the cost-efficiency improved when the SFCWs received higher P loads.
Thus, implementation of SFCWs in agricultural catchments characterized by marked P loads may be
beneficial. Despite the great importance of cost-efficiency assessments for decision-making on the
implementation of SFCWs in specific catchments, the literature addressing this issue is still limited.

2.2. Restored Wetlands

Differently from CWs, which are built in sites where no natural wetland previously existed,
RWs are implemented with the aim to reestablish a wetland which was drained for the expansion
of agriculture [79]. Thus, the restoration of wetlands generally occurs in areas previously used for
agriculture, where the original physical and chemical composition of the soil had been changed as a
result of agricultural practices [115]. The process of restoration in tile-drained agricultural catchments
occurs by disconnecting the main drainage pipe at the border of a lowland field so as to allow
the discharge water to flood over a certain area before reaching downstream surface waters. This
consequently increases the HRT of the drainage discharge and allows interaction between the water
and soil as well as biogeochemical processes.

Wetlands are restored with the main goal of reducing the load of nutrients from upstream
agricultural catchments to surface waters, as for CWs. This can be advantageous for the removal of
nitrogen if the restoration is performed in soils previously enriched with carbon, which would support
denitrification. In relation to P, RWs are normally effective in the retention of PP through sedimentation,
whereas the effect on DRP may be uncertain [116]. This is owing to previous agricultural practices
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such as P inputs through mineral fertilizers or manure, which likely enriched the soil with P and
consequently reduced the availability of P sorption sites. This effect can result in a P concentration
gradient across the soil-water interface upon re-flooding, where desorption of P followed by diffusion
to the water column would be potentially favored. This release process can be intensified if the inlet
water carries low P concentrations. Moreover, the emergence of reducing conditions at the topsoil
as soon as it is re-flooded supports the release of Fe-bound P to the water column [117,118]. Thus, it
is essential that the topsoil layers contain sufficient amounts of redox-stable P sorbents (e.g., Al and
Ca) to precipitate with P and prevent its release [118]. Finally, the accumulation of organic P from
previous crop rotations may support mineralization and release of dissolved reactive and organic P
under waterlogged conditions [117]. The effects described above create uncertainty on the potential
of RWs as sinks for DRP. This can counteract the retention of PP and result in large variability in the
net P retention between systems, from P sinks to P sources (Table 2). Despite the uncertain sorption
capacity of RW soils, other retention mechanisms for DRP such as biological uptake by plants and
microorganisms can support net P retention [117], although these are short-term P pools, as discussed
in the previous section. Therefore, it is crucial to determine the P sorption capacity and level of P
saturation of the soil prior to wetland restoration in order to ensure retention of DRP.

Hoffmann et al. [119] demonstrated that two out of four RWs were able to retain P (Table 2). The
net P release observed in the remaining RWs was likely caused by excess accumulation of P in the
soils from previous agricultural practices and emergence of reducing conditions upon re-flooding. Net
and modest P releases were also found in Hoffmann et al. [120] (Table 2), despite the large amounts of
P in the topsoil and low P concentrations in the inlet water. This study suggested that the stability
of P in the topsoil was controlled by sorption processes, where high molar ratios of Fe to P and
oxidizing conditions likely supported the P stability in spite of the conditions described above. These
observations were supported to some extent by Hogan et al. [121], who demonstrated that the P
sorption capacity of RW soils receiving agricultural runoff may be markedly high, even exceeding those
of natural wetlands. Woltemade [122], in turn, reported contrasting results to Hoffmann et al. [120],
with net P retention reaching approximately 20% in RWs (Table 2), despite the predominance of
dissolved P in the inlet water.

Table 2. Average annual hydraulic and phosphorus (P) load as well as mass P retention of restored
wetlands (RWs) receiving agricultural drainage discharge investigated in different studies. Included
are the RW areas (ARW) and their ratios to the agricultural catchment areas (AAC) as well as the average
P concentration and percentage P retention for the entire monitoring period.

Country Name ARW

Ratio of
ARW to

AAC

Monitoring
Time

Hydraulic
Load

P
Concentration P Load P Retention Study

m2 % yr m yr−1 mg L−1 g m−2 yr−1 %

Denmark Ulleruplund 130,000 21.7 1 0.4 0.03 0.01 −0.04 −88 [119]
Denmark Snaremose 340,000 6.6 2 - - 1.43 0.26 18 [119]
Denmark Lindkær 840,000 9.2 1.4 - 0.07–0.93 a 0.45 −0.05 −11 [119]
Denmark Geddebækken 410,000 16.7 1.8 - 0.08–0.51 a 0.25 0.05 21 [119]
Denmark Egeskov 6200 13.7 2 2.7 0.04 b 0.09 −0.004 −4 [120]
Denmark Stor Å 5870 2.4 2 4.8 0.02 b 0.11 −0.06 −56 [120]

USA Embarras River 6000–8000 3.3–4.0 - - - - - 20 [122]
a Range; b average from annual means.

Restored wetlands have been mostly used as floodplains in riparian areas in order to reduce
the load of nutrients in surface waters during flood events [116]. Thus, most of the literature in
relation to RWs addressed these issues. Assessments on the potential of RWs in the retention of P from
agricultural drainage discharge are, therefore, limited by the small number of studies. It has been
suggested, however, that RWs may be a potential source of P in the initial period of operation due to
previous agricultural practices and the associated effects described above [77,115–117]. The release of
considerable amounts of P from the soil over an initial period and/or enrichment with P sorbents from
the drainage discharge may, however, turn RWs into P sinks. On the other hand, gradual loss of P
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sorbents from RW soils upon re-flooding, thus decreasing the P sorption capacity, is also feasible [121].
Therefore, it is fundamental to investigate the operating performance of RWs in the long-term to find
out common patterns under different conditions. The systems included in this review were monitored
for up to two years only (Table 2).

Management methods to increase the efficiency of RWs may include the removal of the enriched
topsoil with P prior to implementation, as tested in a wetland constructed on former agricultural soil
receiving agricultural runoff [123]. Hoffmann et al. [120], in turn, suggested a periodic harvest of the
vegetation in order to maintain or improve the retention capacity of the soil when the pool of organic P
becomes large in relation to the annual P load.

As for CWs, the main constraint in the implementation of a RW refers to the need of land which
would otherwise be used for agriculture [77]. Strategic restoration plans, therefore, may focus on
marginal agricultural areas less profitable for farming, optimal sizing and design [124]. Woltemade [122]
pointed out that P retention in RWs is highly sensitive to variations in HRT, which could be related
to the effects associated to previous agricultural practices and likelihood of P release. This could be
verified in Jordan et al. [125], where large variations in water flow throughout the monitoring period
resulted in marked differences in P retention in RWs receiving agricultural runoff. Woltemade [122],
thus, suggested that the ratio of the RW area to the catchment area shall be high enough to allow
sufficient HRT and ensure acceptable P retention. Indeed, this ratio is generally much higher for the
RWs presented here (Table 2) in comparison to the SFCWs (Table 1). Consequently, lower hydraulic
and P loads are generally observed in RWs (Table 2) than in SFCWs (Table 1). An intrinsic problem
to this is the need of large areas for wetland restoration. Therefore, RWs may be recommended in
catchments where P can be properly retained at the expense of relatively short HRTs, which would
minimize the size of the area needed. This could be the case in tile-drained catchments characterized
by the predominance of PP and/or soils containing high molar ratios of P sorbents to P, despite the
previous agricultural practices.

2.3. Vegetated Buffer Strips

As opposed to CWs and RWs, which are waterlogged systems, VBSs do not hold water over
the soil surface. These systems are naturally occurring or implemented between the edge of an
agricultural field or catchment and running surface waters such as rivers and streams in order to
intercept and reduce the load of nutrients downstream as well as to increase the bank stability and
prevent erosion [126–128]. Thus, they may contain native or planted vegetation consisting of species of
forest plants and/or grass [129].

Vegetated buffer strips are normally used to reduce the nutrient load from agricultural surface and
subsurface runoff in catchments lacking a tile drainage system. The retention of P from agricultural
runoff mainly occurs through entrapment of PP in the soil matrix or by the vegetation, where larger
particles are more easily retained than fine clay particles [126,130]. This retention mechanism is
benefited in these systems due to infiltration of the runoff into the soil and enhanced hydraulic
roughness of the vegetation, which decrease the water flow velocity and particles transport, and
subsequently favor deposition [127,128]. The retention of DRP is mediated by plant uptake in the
root zone during the growing season and sorption to reactive sites in the soil profile, and is thus
influenced by the level of runoff infiltration as well [128,129]. However, VBSs tend to decrease the
retention of P in the long-term or even become a source of dissolved reactive and organic P due to
saturation of sorption sites and/or release of P from senescing plants [127,128,130,131]. Therefore, the
soil geochemical characteristics (e.g., P sorption capacity) and vegetation composition and density
markedly affect the retention efficiency of dissolved P. Despite that, the higher retention efficiency of
PP than that of DRP commonly results in higher ratios of dissolved P to total P at outflows than at
inflows [132]. A suggested management method to prolong the retention of dissolved P may involve
periodic harvesting of vegetation to enhance plant uptake and prevent release from mineralization [131],
presumably before the end of the growing season.
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The studies dealing with agricultural surface and subsurface runoff demonstrated that VBSs
generally work as P sinks, especially for PP. Uusi-Kämppä and Yläranta [133], for example, tested the
ability of VBSs to mitigate the loss of PP from agricultural areas owing to soil erosion, and found that
these systems reduced by 20% and 36% the PP losses in comparison to sites with no VBS. Nevertheless,
it is normally observed a large variability in P retention between systems [126,127,134]. Part of the
variability can be attributed to the incoming P concentration and to the ratio of the system area to the
catchment area [134]. Moreover, the width of VBSs has been widely discussed in relation to P retention.
It has been commonly found that wider systems enhance P retention [126–128,130], especially on
steeper slopes [131]. However, widening a VBS consequently reduces the land area for agriculture.
Therefore, attempts to estimate the optimal width for acceptable P retention under specific catchment
characteristics (e.g., slope, soil clay content and drainage pattern) are highly desired [128].

In tile-drained agricultural catchments, however, the P load may bypass the plant root zone and
soil profile, and be directly discharged to downstream surface waters, thus skipping the P retention
mechanisms [127–129]. Osborne and Kovacic [129] indicated the limitation of VBSs in this situation
when compared to the treatment of groundwater. The discharge of concentrated P load from tile
drains into VBSs may, on the other hand, overload the P retention mechanisms and consequently
decrease the P retention efficiency [126]. As a result, VBSs are rarely used to treat agricultural drainage
discharge. Therefore, the literature addressing the treatment of agricultural drainage discharge by
VBSs is rather limited. Bhattarai et al. [135] pioneered this investigation and documented the effect of a
tile drain on the retention of P by a VBS. The study demonstrated that the tile drain helped to prevent
inundation of the system during periods of high water runoff. In relation to P retention, it showed that
the concentrations of total P and DRP decreased at the outlet of the tile drain after the P load passed
through the system. However, there was no evidence of P accumulation in the system.

A promising alternative technology combining a ditch-like pond with a slightly inundated VBS to
retain P from agricultural drainage discharge was recently proposed by Zak et al. [136]. This design
allowed the drainage water to discharge into the system without bypassing it. The study showed that
the system retained from 31 to 69% of the P load on average per month, despite the low ratio of the
system area to the agricultural catchment area of around 0.1%. Moreover, the system also proved to
effectively retain DRP, most likely by plant uptake in the pond and by sorption through the VBS. The
design was suggested as a modification to the conventional VBSs when targeting high P loads from tile
drains. In line with this, Osborne and Kovacic [129] recommended the use of CWs integrated with
VBSs as a second treatment stage in order to properly treat drainage discharge.

The experiences from previous studies indicate, therefore, that VBSs may be viewed as a
complement to design alternatives attempting to attain acceptable P retention in tile-drained agricultural
catchments. The alternative systems should primarily avoid the bypass of P loads and enhance the
retention mechanisms for DRP (e.g., by using substrates with adequate infiltration level and P
sorption capacity).

2.4. Filter Materials

The edge-of-field technologies described above are especially effective in the retention of PP from
agricultural drainage discharge. The retention of DRP, on the other hand, can be rather poor or highly
variable between systems and under different periods, thus being generally less predictable. Loads of
dissolved P can be harmful to surface waters as these largely include P reactive forms readily available
for biological uptake, potentially causing eutrophication. Therefore, it is crucial that alternative
technologies are tested in relation to retaining DRP at acceptable levels. These include a range of filters
containing P sorption materials with varying sorption capacities and hydraulic conductivities. These
systems are advantageous in relation to the previously described edge-of-field technologies in the sense
that little or no agricultural land is needed for implementation, making them less costly. A large part
of the literature describes the potential of FMs for P retention from various types of effluents through
batch and column experiments. This section, however, is restricted to those filters implemented at
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the outlet of tile drains or tested with simulated agricultural drainage discharge under laboratory
conditions aiming at P retention.

Filters include natural, synthetic and industrial by-product materials, which contain metal cations
and are able to retain P through sorption, thus forming insoluble P compounds. They are built so as to
allow the discharge to flow through the system at a sufficient rate and without the risk of immediate
clogging, taking into account average local precipitation. The materials are porous and rich in P
sorbents such as Fe, Al, Mg and/or Ca, thus with a high affinity for P. They are expected to retain P
even at low inflow P concentrations and present low P desorption rate, allowing a gradual decrease in
the concentration of DRP from the inlet to the outlet [137]. The retention mechanisms for DRP in FMs
include chemisorption or ligand exchange onto the surface of sorption sites in Fe and Al-based filters,
and precipitation in Mg and Ca-based filters [138].

Batch experiments are important to test the P sorption potential of FMs prior to implementation
in the field. A series of materials with different compositions were assessed in relation to solutions
containing P and simulating agricultural drainage discharge. The studies generally considered a
number of FMs tested for a variety of particle size intervals, P concentrations and HRTs. These
have shown that Fe and Al-based filters are usually superior to those based on Mg and Ca [139–141].
Lyngsie et al. [139], for example, demonstrated that the Fe-oxide based filter CFH presented higher P
sorption capacity, reactivity and stability than the Ca-based filters limestone, calcined diatomaceous
earth and shell-sand. CFH was also superior to Filtralite-P when the P concentration of the solution was
low (16 µM). The study found that the finest CFH (particle size interval of 0.05–0.5 mm) was the only
FM recommended for extreme field conditions, i.e., high and low water flows and P concentrations.
The superiority of CFH for P retention to the FMs mentioned above was also demonstrated in
Canga et al. [140], where Filtralite-P reached an approximate efficiency. Lyngsie et al. [141] reported
similar results to the above and related the higher efficiency of CFH to fast and strong bonds of P to Fe
on outer surfaces of the material followed by migration of P to interior sorption sites, while retention
of P in Filtralite-P and limestone by precipitation depended on pH ≥ 10 and long HRT, respectively.
This study also found CFH suitable for application at the outlet of tile drains, while Filtralite-P and
limestone presented limitations. Allred and Racharaks [142] demonstrated that other Fe-based FMs,
including zero-valent Fe, porous Fe composite, sulfur modified Fe and Fe oxide/hydroxide were
also highly effective in retaining P (≥95%) for P concentrations in solution up to 100 mg L−1. Iron
oxide/hydroxide, however, proved to be the most efficient, with P retention reaching 99% when the
solution contained 1000 mg P L−1. This study indicated that P was not readily desorbed once it
bound to these materials, and that the hydraulic conductivity of the filters was high in most cases
(>0.01 cm s−1), supporting their potential use in the field. Additional experiments confirmed the
viability of porous Fe composite in the treatment of agricultural drainage discharge both in terms of P
retention and hydraulic conductivity [143]. Filters comprised by surfactant-modified zeolite and high
Ca oxide-high carbon fly ash also presented effective P retention (≥50%) for solutions ranging from 0.1
to 1 mg P L−1 during 1 to 24 h of HRT [144].

Batch experiments are valid to give an indication of the potential of FMs for field application.
However, these may sometimes overestimate the performance, as hydrological factors are not taken
into account. Column experiments, on the other hand, are designed to test the potential of FMs for P
retention under varying water flow conditions. Canga et al. [140], for example, demonstrated that
FMs with non-equilibrium transport (CFH and seashells) were capable of higher P retention and
lower P release (P desorption) compared to those where an equilibrium flow was reached (Filtralite-P
and limestone). The study showed that P retention could be further increased in the filters with
non-equilibrium transport by increasing the water flow, as it supported P concentration gradients
between mobile and immobile pore regions and ultimately the diffusion and sorption of P. This way,
the study characterized intragranular P diffusion as an important P retention mechanism. Other FMs,
including a mixture of activated carbon, zeolite and activated alumina also demonstrated potential
in the treatment of P from agricultural drainage discharge, with average P retention of 52% in a
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laboratory experiment [145]. Column studies were also important to attest the extreme efficiency
(≥90% P retention) of the Fe-based filters zero-valent Fe, porous Fe composite, sulfur modified Fe and
Fe oxide/hydroxide, regardless of water flow and HRT (down to 2.5–4.0 min), highlighting how quickly
P sorption reactions occur in these materials [142].

Although column studies investigate the feasibility of FMs for field application, it is often
recommended that these are further tested in small and/or large-scale experimental setups in the
long-term and under varying conditions (e.g., P load and HRT) prior to field implementation.
Kirkkala et al. [146] tested the retention performance of a sand filter enhanced with a layer of the P
binding material Fosfilt-s and receiving agricultural drainage discharge for 3.5 years. The filter retained
on average 0.03 g m−3 d−1 (37%) of total P and 0.04 g m−3 d−1 (45%) of DRP, as a result of proper water
distribution. The study concluded that incorporation of Fosfilt-s to sand filters can be recommended for
P retention from agricultural drainage discharge, where the concentration of suspended particles—a
precursor to clogging—is normally low. Moreover, McDowell et al. [49] demonstrated that a filter
comprised of a mixture of melter slag (90%) and basic slag (10%), and inserted at the outlet of tile
drains reduced the loads of total P and DRP in relation to control drains backfilled with greywacke
aggregate by 63 and 69%, respectively. Finally, Ballantine and Tanner [111] reported that not only slag,
but also limestone, seashells, shell-sand and tree bark were the most promising FMs in retaining P
from the effluent of SFCWs receiving agricultural drainage discharge, when considering the retention
potential, availability in New Zealand, cost and potential for reuse upon saturation. The studies above
were important to investigate the applicability and limitations of FMs under field conditions for future
considerations. However, most of the studies with FMs targeting agricultural drainage discharge
were conducted in the laboratory. More field studies covering a number of locally available FMs are
therefore essential to ascertain their successful application.

Woodchip bioreactors are implemented in agricultural catchments to remove nitrogen through
denitrification due to their large carbon contents and anaerobic medium. Gottschall et al. [147], however,
tested the effect of this filter medium on the retention of P as well. It was found that these systems
retained on average 0.21 (21%) and 0.30 (19%) g m−3 d−1 of the total P and DRP loads, respectively,
which may be attributed to P immobilization into organic forms. The percentage P retention more than
tripled when the bioreactors were amended with alum-based drinking water treatment plant residuals
(10% of the bioreactor volume). This finding highlighted the applicability of materials for P retention
to systems originally designed to remove nitrogen.

Alternatively, other studies proposed pairing woodchip bioreactors with FMs. Carstensen et al. [148],
for example, found that although a woodchip bioreactor mixed with crushed mussel shells (25–50% of
the bioreactor volume) retained from 29 to 33% of the total P load—largely in the form of PP—the
retention of phosphate varied from net annual release to retention. Thus, the study suggested pairing
the bioreactor with a FM to increase the phosphate retention efficiency. In general, this approach is likely
more beneficial, as there would be no need for homogeneous mixing of two or more different mediums,
which can be difficult to achieve at the field scale, so as to prevent preferential flow. Moreover, the FM
could be easily replaced or rejuvenated upon saturation [149]. Christianson et al. [149], for example,
tested filters comprised of either acid mine drainage treatment residuals (Fe-based) or steel slag
(Ca-based) and paired downstream of woodchip bioreactors under HRTs from 7.2 to 51 h. On average,
the study found that the former filter alone retained DRP from 25 to 133 g m−3 d−1 (corresponding
to 98% and 58%, respectively, in the paired system), while the latter filter alone retained from 8.8 to
48 g m−3 d−1 (corresponding to 26% and 36%, respectively, in the paired system). Goodwin et al. [150]
also found significant P retention values when testing the pairing of an Fe-based filter comprised of steel
turnings downstream a woodchip bioreactor. In this study, near complete orthophosphate retention
was achieved in the paired system. A comparable effective retention of phosphate by steel by-products
treating the effluent of a woodchip bioreactor (65% retention) was reported by Hua et al. [151]. Here,
the retention of phosphate in the bioreactor alone was relatively high and ranged on average from 0.25
to 0.88 g m−3 d−1 (corresponding to 56% and 17%, respectively). In contrast, a large variability in the
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retention of DRP by a filter comprised of steel shavings and placed downstream a woodchip bioreactor
was observed in Thapa [152]. This study reported P retention in the filter alone ranging from 2.2 to
184 g m−3 d−1 with an average 49 g m−3 d−1 (10–90% and average 45%).

The studies above suggested placing the FM downstream the woodchip bioreactor for optimal P
retention. They demonstrated that an opposite configuration could lead to the release and export of
P from the paired system—potentially increased under longer HRTs [150]—due to the emergence of
reducing conditions in the effluents originated from the bioreactor as a result of denitrification, which
support the release of Fe-bound P. An exception to the optimal configuration could be when the HRT
in the woodchip bioreactor is sufficiently long to export highly reduced effluents to the filter, which
could inhibit P sorption in the material and/or favor P desorption and release [149]. If this is often the
case, placing the FM upstream the bioreactor may optimize the retention of P.

The variability in P retention between FMs is largely caused by differences in HRT and inflow
P concentration [153,154]. It is generally observed that higher mass P retention is found under
increasing water flows, while percentage P retention enhances under longer HRTs, i.e., lower water
flows [145,147,149,155]. This is because increasing water flows implies higher P loads for cumulative
retention in a fixed volume and time period, although this reduces the contact time for a fraction
of the P load to be retained [154]. The short response of P retention to these hydrological factors,
considering the relatively small volume of filters, can result in marked variability in P retention when
receiving event-driven drainage discharge. The inflow P concentration, on the other hand, normally
contributes positively to both mass and percentage P retention, as it supports sorption reactions with P
sorbents [146,154,156].

The material of the filter reflects a specific P sorption capacity and hydraulic conductivity
(Equation (11)), which also affect the P retention performance. An ideal material would have a high
capacity for P sorption as well as rapid hydraulic conductivity. However, it is common for these
parameters to correlate inversely [137]. This is because FMs tend to increase the P sorption capacity
with smaller particle sizes, as these reflect on larger surface areas for P sorption [139]. Smaller particle
sizes, on the other hand, decrease the filter porosity and hinder the water flow, decreasing consequently
the hydraulic conductivity.

hydraulic conductivity =
water flow (m3 yr−1)

cross− sec tional area (m2) × hydraulic gradient
(11)

The content and forms of specific P sorbents in the material affect the P sorption capacity and
retention [138]. Filters based on Fe and Al are recommended when the HRT in the system is relatively
short, i.e., high water flows, due to fast ligand exchange with P in comparison to those based on Mg
and Ca, in which precipitation reactions are comparatively slower [138,153,154]. Thus, the former
filters are generally more efficient and can retain more P, whereas the latter may be suitable in situations
where the HRT is relatively long and P concentrations are lower (e.g., <2 mg L−1 [138]) [154]. This was
clearly demonstrated in a flow-through setting by Lyngsie et al. [156], where the Fe-based filter CFH
presented a P sorption capacity and affinity 10 times higher than the Ca-based filter Filtralite-P. The
study also demonstrated that P release from previously sorbed P was lower in CFH (<10%) than in
Filtralite-P (≥35%). Finally, it was observed that CFH was able to retain P even at high water flows,
while Filtralite-P depended on sufficiently long HRTs for proper retention. The study concluded that
CFH was preferred in catchments with varying P concentrations and HRTs.

Moreover, Fe and Al-based filters with a higher fraction of amorphous than crystalline oxides
enhance P retention due to higher reactivity of the former forms, while retention in Mg and Ca-based
filters depends on the water solubility of the different forms—commonly controlled by the discharge
pH—so as to allow precipitation with P [138]. Therefore, a faster precipitation of P in Mg and Ca-based
filters can be observed when the material has a high and buffered pH (>8), which enhances the
sorbents solubility [154]. The complex inherent composition of FMs ultimately contributes to the
large variability in P retention. This consequently hinders or impedes direct comparisons between
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filters. Penn et al. [154] discussed that normalizing P retention as a function of P addition per unit
mass of the FM facilitates comparisons between filters as the cumulative P load is taken into account.
However, the study indicates that variations in HRT and inflow P concentration can still make proper
comparisons difficult.

The pH of the discharge is also important to determine the proper FM so that P sorption and
retention can be optimized. Phosphorus retention increases in Fe and Al-based filters when the
discharge pH < 7.5, which supports positive charge sites in the material and decreases the competition
of phosphate with hydroxides for sorption sites [153]. Filters based on Mg and Ca, on the other hand,
optimize P retention when the discharge pH > 6 [153], which enhances the sorbents solubility and
precipitation with P. In general, the pH of a FM is recommended to be between 5.5 and 7.5 for optimal
P sorption and retention as well as to protect downstream aquatic ecosystems from effluents with
detrimental pH [138].

Design parameters, including the mass and volume of the material used and the configuration
of the filter (e.g., water flow direction), also affect the retention of P [137]. Therefore, it is important
to understand the catchment conditions (e.g., load of DRP) prior to filter implementation in order to
determine the proper material and design for acceptable P retention within a time period (i.e., the filter
lifetime). In other words, a successful design will ultimately have the appropriate sizing to target a
retention goal based on the P inputs into the system. This can be achieved with the so-called design
curve, which estimates P retention based on the amount of P added per unit mass of the FM, and
therefore calculates the required mass of the material [154].

The efficiency of FMs will eventually decrease over time due to saturation of P sorption sites until
a moment when it is no longer able to retain P. The lifetime of a filter will primarily depend on the P
sorption capacity, P load and water flow dynamics. Therefore, the configuration of the filter shall allow
replacement or rejuvenation of the material after it becomes spent. Moreover, the use of FMs may be
limited to agricultural catchments with marked concentrations of DRP (e.g., >0.2 mg L−1) [137,154].
This is because low P concentrations during long periods will likely reduce the ability of filters to
sorb P due to equilibrium reactions between the amounts of P sorbed and the low P concentration in
the flow discharge. Therefore, the implementation of these systems may be restricted to catchments
characterized by high loads of DRP. The use of filters is also restricted if the material contains
considerable amounts of heavy metals prone to leaching, which could harm downstream aquatic
ecosystems. This is particularly the case when the discharge pH and redox conditions favor the
solubility of these elements [138].

A few studies carried out cost-efficiency assessments to determine the feasibility of treating DRP
with FMs. Common costs include the mass of the material used and the area needed, being these
regulated by the P load, retention goal and expected lifetime of the filter [154]. Thapa [152], for example,
found an estimated cost of $209 kg−1 DRP in a filter of steel shavings, which the author considered
expensive. Additional construction costs (e.g., large amount of material mass and area) may incur if
the design of a certain FM shall enable long HRTs in catchments characterized by high water flows.
As discussed above, FMs based on Fe and Al are less sensitive to variations in HRT, and may thus
lower the costs under high water flow conditions. This highlights the impact of a specific material on
the costs. Moreover, industrial by-products are generally considered cheap and readily available in
comparison to naturally occurring materials, which may depend on mining and transportation costs.
The lifetime of the FM will also influence the costs. It is considered that rejuvenating spent materials
for reuse instead of replacing them will contribute to improve the cost-efficiency [154]. However, this
needs to be investigated, where results in this direction would support the use of filters.

3. Conclusions and Perspectives

A series of edge-of-field technologies have been investigated and implemented in tile-drained
agricultural catchments in order to reduce the excess loads of P to downstream surface waters and
prevent eutrophication. The review observed that the catchment characteristics and system design
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regulate the hydrochemical, hydrological and biogeochemical factors, which all affect the P retention
performance. Moreover, it became clear that HRT is a key factor regulating P retention, especially the
percentage P retention. Therefore, systems receiving event-driven drainage discharge, which reflect on
marked variations in HRT, normally show large variability in P retention—potentially shifting from
P sinks to P sources. These systems are generally less effective (%) than systems with more stable
hydrological regime.

The review found that P load correlates positively to mass P retention due to cumulative P
retention in an area/volume basis and time period. However, increasing P loads may lead to lower
percentage P retention in case these are accompanied by shorter HRTs. The inflow P concentration, on
the other hand, normally contributes positively to both mass and percentage P retention. Sedimentation
of PP proved to be the main P retention mechanism in CWs and RWs, resulting in the formation of
a sediment layer, which ensures long-term P retention and generally represents the largest P pool.
Retention of DRP in these systems, however, is limited by the availability of P sorbents, especially
in RWs, whose soils are normally enriched with P from previous agricultural practices. Moreover,
non-neutral pH, reducing conditions and low P concentrations in the water column can inhibit the
retention of DRP. Finally, biological uptake of DRP and storage proved to be limited owing to low
uptake rates and mineralization of previously assimilated P during the senescence period. The review
also found that retention of DRP in CWs and RWs requires longer HRTs and tends to be more variable
in comparison to the retention of PP. Therefore, P retention in these systems is largely affected by the
dominant P form (e.g., DRP or PP), where PP is more easily retained and displays a larger contribution
to the overall P retention. Based on the above, the review recommended determining the P sorption
potential of the soil prior to wetland restoration to assess its capacity for DRP retention.

Filter materials are porous and rich in P sorbents, which promote P sorption reactions, and proved
to be potential alternatives in catchments dominated by DRP loads, either as single systems or paired
with woodchip bioreactors. The review found that Fe and Al-based filters are generally superior
to those based on Mg and Ca, as the former allows faster sorption reactions and ensures higher P
stability, achieving higher P retention at shorter HRTs. The review observed, however, a dearth of field
studies testing the performance of FMs for P retention, which are essential to ascertain their successful
application. Differently from the edge-of-field technologies described above, the review found that
VBSs are rarely used in the treatment of agricultural drainage discharge, as the P loads normally bypass
these systems in tile-drained catchments and skip the P retention mechanisms. However, these may be
used as a complement to design alternatives, where the bypass of P loads is avoided and retention
mechanisms for DRP are enhanced.

The review reported that hydraulic load affects P retention by regulating the HRT and hydraulic
efficiency. Thus, percentage P retention is favored under low to moderate hydraulic loads so as to
allow sufficient HRT for a significant fraction of the P load to be retained. Hydraulic loads exceeding
a critical threshold, on the other hand, favor preferential flow and low level of P mixing across the
system, which compromise P retention. The stability of the P retained and long-term P retention,
in turn, are largely controlled by the amount of P sorbents in the system and redox conditions. It
was found that drainage discharge enriched with P sorbents can extend the lifetime of the system by
supplying it with new sorption sites and ensuring consistent P sorption capacity, which prevent P
saturation. Moreover, the prevalence of oxidizing conditions supports the stability of Fe-bound P.

A general limitation of edge-of-field technologies is their finite capacity to retain P. Thus, it is
expected that the stability of the P retained will decrease in the long-term in response to P saturation,
which would compromise P retention. Despite that, the review observed a lack of studies dealing
with long-term effects. Likewise, the effect of maintenance operations on extending the lifetime of
the systems is poorly reported. The review suggested, however, that operations which remove the
excess accumulated P such as sediments removal or periodic harvesting of vegetation in CWs and RWs,
or replacing or rejuvenating the spent FM may be beneficial. Moreover, the use of a sedimentation
basin prior to the system can markedly reduce the PP load and slow down P saturation. The need for
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large areas, in order to achieve sufficient HRT and acceptable P retention, also limits the application
of edge-of-field technologies in agricultural catchments, especially for CWs and RWs. Therefore,
cost-efficiency assessments are critical to evaluate the feasibility of edge-of-field technologies for P
retention under specific catchment conditions. The review found, however, that these are poorly
reported, and therefore recommends special attention in future research.

The review found that design parameters influence the HRT and hydraulic efficiency of the system.
Therefore, attempts to enhance P retention may focus on properly designing the system according
to local catchment conditions so as to achieve acceptable P retention. This can include appropriate
sizing for sufficient HRT and configuration (e.g., use of a sedimentation basin and pairing of different
systems) to achieve acceptable retention of both PP and DRP. In the case of filters, this also includes
the material used and its mass. In this context, simulation and modelling of design parameters may
contribute to optimize the design and performance. Ultimately, this approach has a great potential to
improve the cost-efficiency of edge-of-field technologies for P retention.
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